Colour processing at early stages of visual pathways is a topic of intensive study both in vertebrate and invertebrate species. However, it is still unclear how colour learning and memory formation affects an insect brain in the peripheral processing stages and high-order integration centres, and whether associative colour experiences are reflected in plasticity of underlying neuronal circuits. To address this issue, we used Camponotus blandus ants as their proven colour learning and memory capabilities, precisely controllable age and experience, and already known central visual pathways offer unique access to analyse plasticity in neuronal circuits for colour vision in a miniature brain. The potential involvement of distinct neuropils-optic lobes (OLs), mushroom body (MB) input (collar) and output (vertical lobe), anterior optic tubercle (AOTU) and central complex (CX)-in associative colour experiences was assessed by quantification of volumetric and synaptic changes (MB collar) directly after colour conditioning and, 3 days later, after the establishment of long-term memory (LTM). To account for potential effects of non-associative light exposure, we compared neuronal changes in the brain of colour-naive foragers with those of foragers that had been exposed to light in a non-associative way. The results clearly show that the OLs, AOTU, and CX respond with plastic changes after colour learning and LTM formation. This suggests a complex neuronal network for colour learning and memory formation involving multiple brain levels. Such a colour-processing network probably represents an efficient design promoting fast and accurate behavioural decisions during orientation and navigation.
Background
Colour vision is a complex physiological process requiring the presence of at least two spectrally distinct photoreceptors [1, 2] and a post-receptor neuronal mechanism to modulate dynamic interactions between the peripheral and central brain regions [3] [4] [5] . Interestingly, colour vision in vertebrates and insects (for example, bees and ants) was shown to exhibit striking similarities with respect to reception and perception; they share similar classes of visual pigments [6] and use a similar colour opponent mechanism for processing and perception [7] . The neuronal basis of colour vision, especially in humans, has been a topic of intense study emphasizing the involvement of multiple brain centres and the importance of cognitive factors such as learning and memory [2, 8, 9] . Recently, cognitive constraints have also been suggested to shape colour discrimination performances of insect species [3, 4] . However, how colour learning and memory affects an insect brain, especially beyond the peripheral visual sensory centres, and whether associative colour experiences trigger simultaneous plastic changes in the underlying neuronal-circuit architecture have not, to our knowledge, been studied yet.
In insects, colour information, received by the photoreceptors in the retina, is processed at the level of colour opponent neurons in the inner layers of the optic lobe (OL) neuropils-the medulla (ME) and lobula (LO) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In some insects, inner photoreceptor terminals [15] and the first optic neuropil, the lamina (LA) [16, 17] , have also been suggested to contribute to colour processing via spectral & 2019 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
opponency. At a higher integrative level, the mushroom bodies (MBs) [18] [19] [20] and the central complex (CX) [21] are prominent structures probably involved in colour processing owing to their role in multisensory integration. These brain areas are also known to be involved in learning and memory [18,22 -28] and express sensory exposure and experiencedependent changes in their neural circuitry [29 -35] . Indeed, recent studies suggested a possible role of the CX, MB-calyx collar and MB output regions (the vertical lobe, VL, in honeybees and ants), in different forms of colour learning and memory formation [36 -39] . Additionally, investigations of spectral properties of anterior optic tubercle (AOTU) interneurons in locust [40] and honeybees [41] revealed the involvement of this brain region in processing of chromatic information. A recent study in Drosophila further implied that the AOTU is involved in high-order feature coding necessary for figure -ground discrimination [42] . However, to our knowledge, no study so far has addressed the potential role of the above processing stages and integration centres in colour learning and memory formation using anatomical measures for neuronal plasticity.
To understand the neuronal bases of chromatic information processing in an animal requires the combination of behavioural experiments with neuronal analyses. So far, those studies are rare owing to the difficulties in testing colour learning and discrimination performance in many animals [2] . In ants, the brain anatomy is relatively simple, and the organization of brain neuropils has been analysed in detail over the last few years [33, 43, 44] . Recently, we showed that Camponotus blandus workers are able to learn the association of colour information and a reward, independent of intensity differences, and to form complex colour memories based upon experience [45] , similar to flower visiting honeybees and bumblebees [46] [47] [48] . This enables us to link associative colour learning performance with analyses of structural neuronal plasticity in defined neuropils like the OLs, CX, AOTU and MB input (collar) and output regions (VLs) aiming at identifying colour-processing centres in the insect visual pathway involved in colour learning and memory formation.
Methods (a) Animals
Camponotus blandus (Smith, 1858) ants originated from a large laboratory colony collected in 2009 in Formosa, Argentina (by Flavio Roces). A subcolony, containing around 120 larvae and around 100 paint-labelled workers of unknown age, was established a few months before the experiments started and maintained in a climate-controlled chamber (at 258C, 50% relative humidity and a 12 L : 12 D regime) at the Biozentrum, University of Wü rzburg, Germany. The colony was placed in a nest-box connected to a foraging arena where food (i.e. dead crickets) and water was provided ad libitum.
Freshly eclosed individuals were marked with numberedtags and later collected from the foraging arena for behavioural experiments and neuroanatomical analyses. The age of tested workers ranged between 2.5 and 6.5 months, and ants were randomly assigned to one of five experimental groups. To minimize worker size variation, only minor and medium-sized workers with thorax lengths between 2.3 and 3.1 mm were used [33, 49] . Workers involved in the memory retrieval experiments were transferred after 21 trials/visits to a second subcolony of similar size and kept under constant darkness for 3 days (see below for more details).
(b) Behavioural experiments (i) Experimental set-up and light stimuli
The experimental set-up and the light stimuli used during learning and memory experiments were similar to the procedure described in [45] . Briefly, experiments were performed in a Y-maze and green (528 nm) and ultraviolet (UV, 365 nm) light were provided by light emitting diodes (LEDs, 3.46 Â 3.46 mm, OSRAM GmbH, Munich, Germany). LEDs were positioned at the arms of the maze at a distance of 12.5 cm from the decision point, subtending a visual angle of ca 238. Environmental illumination during experiments was provided by a sunray bulb (35 W; Exo Terra, Holm, Germany) with full light spectrum including UV radiation.
(ii) Training
Experimental groups used for behavioural experiments and neuroanatomical analysis are described in detail in figure 1 and the electronic supplementary material, table S1. Behavioural experiments consisted of paired (learning (Le) and long-term memory (LTM)) and unpaired (control of learning (LeCon) and control of LTM (LTMCon)) treatment groups of freely walking foragers ( figure 1; electronic supplementary material, table S1 ). In addition, animals collected from the foraging arena and dissected immediately (without any training and light exposure) for further neuronal analysis, were included in the naive (Na) control group (figure 1; electronic supplementary material, table S1).
Recently, it was shown that C. blandus workers can discriminate green light from UV, overriding their innate UV preference with increasing experience [45] . Therefore, in paired groups we trained ants to discriminate between green (CSþ) and UV (CS2) light following the conditioning protocol described in [45] . Green light was rewarded with 3 ml of 20% sucrose solution (CSþ), and UV was unrewarded (CS2, water only). In the control groups, the sucrose solution was presented with either green or UV light in a pseudorandomized order, thus preventing the ants learning to associate sucrose solution with a specific wavelength.
(iii) Tests
All ants were tested as follows (for details, see [45] ). In the control test (Cnt, see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1), both stimuli were presented at the same intensity (4.50 Â 10 13 photons cm 22 s
21
) as during training, while in the critical test (Crt) the intensity of green light was decreased by 1 log unit (1.29 Â 10 12 ). In Le and the corresponding control group LeCon, foragers, which had completed 21 consecutive visits were tested directly after the experiment while in the LTM and its control group LTMCon, ants were transferred to the second subcolony (see above) and were tested for memory retrieval 3 days after conditioning (electronic supplementary material, table S1). First choice and the relative time spent in the arm (measured for the first minute) containing the green wavelength, were recorded. For each ant, the entire training took approximately 3 -4 h, providing sufficient time for potential neuronal changes also for the ants in the Le and LeCon groups [50] . As the time between the end of a first training trial and testing for colour learning performances was 3 -4 h, we consider that mid-term memory (MTM) formation may already be involved in potential neuronal changes.
(c) Neuroanatomical experiments (i) Immunohistochemistry
Ants were anaesthetized on ice and decapitated under the same environmental light conditions used during the behavioural experiments (see above). After dissection, brains were immediately fixed in 4% formaldehyde for 1-3 days at 48C and further processed using a standard protocol for synapsin immunolabelling in whole mount preparations (for details, see [51] ). . Three-dimensional reconstruction of a C. blandus worker brain (a view from the back) highlighting the brain regions used for analyses of structural neuronal plasticity; OL, optic lobe; LA, lamina; ME, medulla; LO, lobula; MB, mushroom body; CO, collar; VL, vertical lobe; AOTU, anterior optic tubercle; FB, fan shape body; EB, ellipsoid body; PB, protocerebral bridge; NO, noduli; AL, antennal lobe. Scale bar: 100 mm. (Online version in colour.)
royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20182813 collar (20Â/0.7 NA imm digital zoom 3) and 4 mm for the AOTU, VL and CX (20Â/0.7 NA imm, digital zoom 3). For high-resolution analysis of presynaptic boutons (microglomeruli) in the MB-calyx collar, the collar of one medial calyx was scanned at high resolution at intervals of 0.5 mm (through 10 mm depth) (63Â/1.4 NA imm, digital zoom 2). We used the three dimensional-reconstruction software AMIRA 6.2.0 (FEI Visualization Sciences Group, Dü sseldorf, Germany) for absolute volumetric and synaptic analysis of digital image stacks [51] . The density of presynaptic boutons in the collar was quantified by counting synapsin-immunoreactive puncta (the anti-synapsin labelled synaptic boutons) within three 1000 mm 3 cuboids. Number of boutons from each cuboid were summed and averaged for each individual. The total amount of boutons
(d) Statistical analyses
The statistical methods used for behavioural experiments were similar to those described previously [45] . For neuroanatomical analyses, a generalized linear mixed model followed by post hoc Tukey test was applied with body size (thorax length) and age (days) as random factors. Statistical analysis was performed in R and the significance level for all analyses was set to 0.05. Graphs and figures were done in SIGMAPLOT 14 (Systat Software, Inc., USA) and edited using COREL DRAW X7 (Corel Corporation Ltd., Ottawa, Canada).
Results (a) Behavioural experiments
In both the Le and LTM groups, foragers trained with green (CSþ) versus UV (CS2) light were able to reliably learn the rewarded stimulus during the conditioning phase. As expected, in both unpaired light exposure groups, the ants were not able to associate the sucrose reward with a specific wavelength during training (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1 for details).
(b) Neuroanatomical experiments (i) Volumetric changes in the optic lobe neuropils
To investigate whether the OL neuropils express volume changes related to colour learning and LTM formation, volumes of the LA, ME and LO were analysed in animals from the Le group (i.e. after the 3-4 h of training) and the LTM group (i.e. 3 days after training) and were compared with the control groups ( figure 3 ). The volumes of LA and LO increased significantly after colour learning (LA: Le-Na: z ¼ 22. Earlier studies in bees suggested a correlation between learning performance and density of presynaptic boutons [37, 39] . We thus tested for possible correlations between learning performance and synaptic density or total bouton number in the Le and LTM groups. However, in both groups, neither synaptic bouton density nor bouton number in the visual collar region of the MB-calyx correlated with learning performances of individual ants (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ).
We further analysed the volumetric changes in the visual layer of the VL, as a part of the MB output region. For this, we first characterized the VL structure in C. blandus workers and identified the visual sublayers using tracer applications into the VL. Similar to the situation in honeybees [52] , the VL in the ant brain is partitioned into three major sublayers, representing one of three input regions of the MB-calyces: basal ring, collar and lip (for detail, see the electronic supplementary material, figure S3 ). However, no significant differences were found in the volume of the visual layer (collar) of the VL after colour learning and LTM formation (Le-Na: z ¼ 21. 
(iii) Volumetric changes in the central complex neuropils
Owing to their high density, it is not possible to count individual synaptic complexes within subunits of the CX with the methods used. Therefore, to estimate the effects of colour learning and memory formation on the CX, the volume of the four CX neuropils, the fan-shaped body (FB), ellipsoid body (EB), protocerebral bridge (PB) and noduli (NO), were analysed separately ( figure 5 ). The volume of the FB increased significantly after colour learning and LTM formation (Le-Na: z ¼ 22.971,
Na
Le LTM LTMCon LeCon No statistically significant differences between the groups were found. Le, learning group; LeCon, light exposure group as an unpaired control for Le; LTM, long-term memory group; LTMCon, light exposure group as an unpaired control for LTM. CO: Na, n ¼ 12; Le, n ¼ 12; LeCon, n ¼ 10 (volume), 9 (density); LTM, n ¼ 11; LTMCon, n ¼ 11 (volume), 12 (density). CO layer in VL: Na, n ¼ 7; Le, n ¼ 10; LeCon, n ¼ 7; LTM, n ¼ 7; LTMCon, n ¼ 9 (n.s., not significant). (iv) Volumetric changes in the anterior optic tubercle
We also analysed the volume of the AOTU, which previously was shown to be involved in colour processing [41] 
Discussion
Our results show, for the first time to our knowledge, that colour learning and memory formation leads to volume increases of multiple brain regions in the ant brain-i.e. the OL, CX and AOTU-indicating that these neuropils are potential neuronal substrates for associative colour memories. It is, therefore, tempting to speculate that the neuronal circuits of these areas are parts of a colour vision network that may contribute to the same cognitive task promoting fast decision processes during orientation and navigation. Surprisingly, we did not find any specific structural changes following colour learning and LTM formation in the MBs. Therefore, we suggest that the OLs, AOTU and the CX, but not the MBs, might be involved in learning associations for colour discrimination and subsequent mid-and long-term colour memory formation. The time span ranging between the end of a first training trial and testing for colour learning (3-4 h) corresponds to the formation of an MTM that is induced by multiple conditioning and in parallel to the LTM formation [53] . At the cellular level, therefore, independent volume increases in distinct neuropils during learning, MTM and LTM formation might reflect the establishment of new synaptic connections, such as outgrowth of dendritic or axonal arborizations, or strengthening of existing ones by diameter expansions. In royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rspb Proc. R. Soc. B 286: 20182813 the case of the OLs, for instance, processing of colour information at the level of colour opponency may increase and strengthen the excitatory neuronal connections that are relevant for discrimination behaviour [12] . These connections then probably become accentuated in the case of learning and memory formation. In Drosophila, sensory experiencedependent volumetric changes in the OL neuropils were mainly associated with an increase in the number and size of terminal branches of different photoreceptor cells [34, 54, 55] and an increase of synaptic contacts between retinula and monopolar LA neurons [56] . The volumetric increases in the first OL neuropil (LA) might imply that colour learning mediated effects occur at a very peripheral site (i.e. in the LA rather than ME). This was also suggested by previous physiological studies [10, 16] .
In this study, prominent changes in the volume of the FB, but not in the EB, suggest that the FB is a potential region in the CX involved in visual memory formation after associative colour learning. This is consistent with previous findings in Drosophila that implicate the FB in visual pattern memory formation [27, 57] . In bees and locusts, the upper unit of the AOTU has been implicated in the processing of chromatic information [40, 41, 58] . Therefore, we assume that the potential increase in size and connectivity of terminal axons of LO-ME projection neurons within the upper unit of the AOTU might also be involved in colour learning and memory-related structural plasticity in this neuropil. Consistent with this, neuronal connections between the upper unit of the AOTU and FB within the putative colour vision network might mediate neuronal changes in the FB of the ants. The potential role of the PB in a colour vision network is not yet well understood. The significant volume increase in the PB in C. blandus we found both in the control (LTMCon) and memory (LTM) groups (compared to the ants from Na control) might be explained by integration of sensory information (in this case colour information) with self-motion cues to mediate directional information to the motor output [59] .
The absence of volumetric or structural synaptic changes in the MB input (collar) and output regions (VL), or any correlation between the bouton density/number and the learning performance of individual foragers, prevent us from making any direct conclusion about the exact role of the MBs in associative colour memories. Previous studies suggested that the MBs might be involved in more complex tasks (i.e. multisensory and contextual learning [53] ) or might be confined to specific situations or contexts [60, 61] . Comparable to our finding, in honeybees, no changes of the number of presynaptic boutons in the MB-collar was found after fine colour discrimination [37] . In the same line, a role of MB VL lobes-but not the MB collar-was suggested for aversive colour learning after procaine injections in the respective areas [38] . The authors explained this with the layered structural organization of the collar. When compared to honeybees, the MB-calyx collar is less layered in ants indicating potential functional differences [62] . However, we surely cannot exclude any potential changes in the fine structure of presynaptic boutons of projection neurons in the MB collar or dendritic branches of MB intrinsic neurons (Kenyon cells) that might not be detectable by our quantification technique (e.g. [29, 63, 64] ). Furthermore, under our experimental conditions the amount and complexity of stored visual (colour) information is, most probably, well below those formed under natural foraging conditions.
In conclusion, our results provide evidence that during colour learning and memory formation several neuropils at multiple brain levels are involved, suggesting a more complex underlying neuronal network as previously expected. However, the exact function of the MBs within the putative colour vision network, for the moment, remains unknown and needs complementary structural and functional investigations at the cellular and molecular levels for a better functional understanding. Furthermore, whether a combination of feed forward and feedback mechanisms (e.g. to sharpen the visual signal during memory retrieval) are involved in the neuronal modifications, (e.g. in the OLs), is also an intriguing question to be addressed in the future. Potential feedback neurons from the MBs to upstream processing centres have been suggested to potentially relay learned odour information, for example, to the antennal lobe during olfactory processing of novel stimuli [65 -68] . With this regard, further studies on the function and potential plasticity in visual pathways across different brain areas will contribute to our understanding of the putative colour vision network. Considering the complex nature of colour vision, especially how distinct visual (i.e. form, motion) and other sensory information converge at different levels into a colour vision network will be of high importance for a better understanding of the neuronal mechanisms of visual perception. Figure 6 . Colour learning and long-term memory related changes in the volume of the anterior optic tubercle (AOTU). Significant differences between the groups are marked with asterisks. Le, learning group; LeCon, light exposure group as an unpaired control for Le; LTM, long-term memory group; LTMCon, light exposure group as an unpaired control for LTM; Na, n ¼ 11; Le, n ¼ 9; LeCon, n ¼ 8; LTM, n ¼ 8; LTMCon, n ¼ 8. n.s., not significant; *p , 0.05; **p , 0.01. (Online version in colour.)
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